I. Introduction

All social movements that engage matters of law and intimate relationships confront the challenge of sustaining theoretical coherence. Time passes; circumstances change. Theory developed in the context of one set of objective conditions, at a discrete historical moment, must possess the capacity to adapt to different conditions at later historical moments. This is particularly true when theory serves to inform praxis and when theoretical formulations serve to inform the strategies that affect the lives of real people.

The domestic violence movement is no exception. Feminist scholarship originally presented a clear and compelling discourse about the causes and consequences of domestic violence. The emphasis was on the privilege with which patriarchy was institutionalized in public realms as a matter of practice and law. Women activists responded to an emerging understanding about domestic violence and engaged in a protracted struggle to obtain public condemnation of what had been previously considered a private matter. Public attitudes did indeed change, and advocates were increasingly successful in securing legal remedies to domestic violence. The goals of domestic violence activists were explicit: to conceptualize domestic violence as an offense against women, to oblige law enforcement to treat violence against women as a legal issue--specifically as a crime--and to charge batterers with crimes commensurate with the severity of the harm inflicted on their victims. [FN1]

*388 The passage of time and the introduction of legal strategies have raised new questions. Academics and activists alike appear to have reached the limits of theoretical possibilities within existing paradigms. Intervention strategies once deemed as vital to prevention efforts have revealed themselves wanting, both in their capacity to inform--and to be informed by--new
theoretical advances in related fields, and equally important, in their capacity to provide structural relief to victims of domestic violence. [FN2] These new concerns have emerged to challenge a discourse focused principally on the criminalization of domestic violence.

Changing circumstances have revealed that the causes of domestic violence are more complicated than can be explained by patriarchy alone. To fully explain domestic violence, it is necessary to examine the private in the context of the public and the social and moral in the context of the political and economic. Structural economic dislocation, outsourcing, and plant closings (and in their wake chronic under- and unemployment, declining wages, diminishing benefits, and disappearing pensions), all hallmark features of globalization, have wrought havoc on communities across the United States. It is no longer sufficient to speak of private life (the household) as separate from public spaces (the workplace). Nor is it enough to speak of patriarchy as separate from the material conditions of daily life.

The concept that domestic violence is more complex than patriarchy is to suggest the need to reexamine the dominant theoretical model concerning domestic violence and the practical strategies that it inspired. The consequences of relying on the criminal justice system, both intended and unintended, are concerns that have increasingly engaged the minds of many legal scholars. [FN3] While the critique is ongoing and yet unresolved, the issues of the debate have been confined largely to the very concerns that the discourse seeks to challenge: the benefits of the criminal justice system and the degree to which it ought to be the principal response to domestic violence. For that reason, as this Article will argue, the *389 debate has been limited by the very assumptions that define its scope.

This Article seeks to expand the scope of the domestic violence discourse beyond the parameters of criminal justice to include the political economy of everyday experiences of households. Such a paradigm shift examines the conditions of the private sphere as a function of the circumstances of public realms. It considers domestic violence from the perspective of the daily lives of men and women who have experienced an erosion of a subjective sense of economic well being in an environment of diminishing prospects. It focuses on the micro-processes reproduced in households as a result of the pervasive--and invasive--state of economic uncertainty associated with the new economy. [FN4] This Article argues that global economic conditions must be understood as conditions contributing to violence against women. [FN5]

Part II provides an overview of the development of domestic violence advocacy and examines the promises and problems of the current state of scholarship and practice. It sets forth the conceptual framework in which domestic violence is considered and from which interventionist strategies are based. Part II also reviews the ongoing debates concerning reliance on the criminal justice system and takes the position, along with other articles written by critical scholars, that the idea that current criminal justice mechanisms alone possess the capacity to ameliorate violence against women is no longer tenable. [FN6] More importantly, it concludes that the debates have failed to properly consider the conceptual difficulties inherent in reliance on the criminal justice system in the first place. Part II critiques the discourse for failing to move beyond the framework of patriarchy and the criminal justice system to consider the political economic determinants of domestic violence.
Part III expands the parameters of the debate and situates domestic violence in the context of global economic transformations that have produced chronic unemployment and economic uncertainty. It examines the impact of plant closings and deindustrialization on the public life of communities and the private life of households and chronicles the way in which joblessness and economic downturn affect the quotidian experience. Part III suggests that domestic violence is better understood by theorizing household relationships in the context of the communities in which they live and demonstrates the correlation between economic strain and an increase in incidents of intimate partner violence.

Part IV examines the ways that economic uncertainty and exploitative working conditions, made all the more egregious in the age of globalization, contribute to domestic violence. It considers the function of gender identity, particularly the inability of men to fulfill gender-prescribed roles in the waged economy. It also examines how workplace conditions that reproduce modalities of patriarchal power produce violence at the workplace and act to influence the character of the private spaces of the home. Part IV illustrates how intimate relationships of coupling and household membership converge with market relationships and argues that private lives cannot be separated from global politics. [FN7]

Part V identifies the gains offered by a paradigm shift that includes analyses of the structural causes of domestic violence within a larger context of global economic instabilities. It sets forth expanded analytical tools with which to understand the challenges facing battered women, as well as new legal and programmatic strategies that ameliorate domestic violence. Part V further recognizes the need to retain the criminal justice system as a part of intervention efforts, and thus revisits criminal justice practices. Rather than returning to the debate about such practices that assign “emphasis on deterrence through arrest and prosecution” and “individual explanations of marital violence,” [FN8] this Part suggests criminal justice policies must incorporate an understanding of the political economic determinants of crime and seek to mitigate the conditions that contribute to domestic violence in the first place. [FN9] Part V concludes by calling attention to the possibilities for developing new alliances, as the shared agendas and common concerns between labor organizations, critical globalization activists, and feminists are set in relief by this paradigm shift.

Finally, it would be unduly facile to posit that domestic violence is entirely attributable to economic dislocation and the inability of men to fulfill received gender roles in the wage-labor force. Reframing the discourse on domestic violence is not a zero-sum game. Rather, it suggests that patriarchy, as one system of power by which battered women are harmed, is often both mediated by--and a function of--economic forces. It also suggests that without a deeper understanding of the determinants of domestic violence, a criminal justice response can do little to end the cycle of violence. Theorizing about domestic violence will no doubt engage feminists and social activists for decades to come. Scholars and activists have moved the matter of domestic violence into legal realms, but have not adequately addressed its political economic determinants. Moreover, a paradigm shift, such as the one advocated on the pages that follow, serves to examine the consequences of global economic policies in ways that are not framed purely in terms of economics.
II. Interrogating Conceptual Frameworks: Patriarchy, Legal Parity, and Criminal Justice Intervention

Paradigms of domestic violence have long antecedents in American history. The dominant formulation of domestic violence as a social problem first drew significant political and legal attention in the United States in the second half of the nineteenth century. [FN10] *392 During that period, the developing norms against domestic violence served to limit husbands' authority over their wives but did not challenge the premise of patriarchy within families. [FN11] Courts acted to constrain acts of domestic violence, but rarely condemned physical punishment by men against women. [FN12]

In the twentieth century, the question of domestic violence expanded into the realms of public awareness as an outgrowth of the civil rights and women's rights movements during the 1960s and 1970s. The modern movements that developed during these decades introduced new theoretical formulations that rested on a sociopolitical analysis of abuse of women as a distinct form of violence designed to maintain patriarchal hierarchies. [FN13] These theoretical developments had far-reaching implications for advocacy and policy reform and signaled the re-entry of domestic violence into the public discourse as a social problem worthy of moral condemnation and legal sanctions. [FN14]

To understand fully the ways in which domestic violence theory has evolved, it is important to first consider the particular ways that the concept of patriarchy has shaped the understanding of, and response to, domestic violence. Next, one must consider the consequences of this development, including the way in which domestic violence has been framed primarily as criminal conduct largely as acts committed by men against women, which then requires efforts to ensure that such acts would be treated on par with *393 other crimes. It is then necessary to examine how theories about criminal justice responses have dominated all other responses, and to acknowledge that despite the concerns about the criminal justice paradigm, the debates about domestic violence have been largely confined to criminal justice issues.

A. Domestic Violence as a Form of Patriarchy

The new domestic violence paradigm was exceptional because it bore the traces of the social forces and the political processes from which it emerged. Those who conceptualized violence against women as a social issue often identified personally with the phenomenon of victimization, sometimes as survivors of sexual and physical assaults, and other times as feminists who discerned a structural relationship between physical violence and male power. Many women identified their subordination vis-à-vis gender as linked to sexual objectification by males--an awareness that many hoped would encourage women, collectively, to resist such subjugation. [FN15] With the emergence of the domestic violence movement, feminists conceived of new modes of resistance to patriarchy that called for organizing women-led grassroots entities designed to protect and empower victims of sexual and physical violence and promised to raise public awareness about violence against women generally. [FN16] The
emphasis was on the identification of women as a group uniquely wronged and disadvantaged who deserved to be made safe by holding their perpetrators accountable. \[FN17\] As the movement expanded, domestic violence programs obtained public funding. \[FN18\] Consequently, the domestic violence movement was institutionalized *394 and internationalized as regional and global symposia and workshops brought women together. \[FN19\]

Although this description of the domestic violence movement is not intended to suggest that the movement formed around a monolithic theoretical approach, an unmistakable feminist discourse did emerge early on. This discourse characterized violence against women as a form of misogyny practiced by men for the purpose of subordinating women and to which the State was complicit. \[FN20\] Advocates and feminist scholars alike often identified patriarchy as the source of violence against women and advanced the proposition that all women were at “universal risk” as a function of being women in a male-privileged society. \[FN21\] Proponents of the gender inequality/patriarchy paradigm characterized intimate relationships between men and women principally as the sites of coercion, control, and abuse of women. \[FN22\] Domestic violence was equated with male violence; as one scholar noted, “[M]ale aggression is the mainstay of our cultural images of violence.” \[FN23\] Indeed, the very concept of women as victims emerged as an identity constructed in relationship to a male partner. \[FN24\]

*395 To define domestic violence as a social problem was to call for a political response. In an effort to understand the cause and consequences of domestic violence, feminist scholarship often conceived of the problem as a unique form of violence different from other types of crime. \[FN25\] The literature differentiated domestic violence as a form of “patriarchal terrorism” and dissimilar from “common couple violence.” \[FN26\] Advocates turned to the criminal justice system to guarantee the safety of women. They insisted that the failure of the legal system to respond to domestic violence was itself symptomatic of the public apathy and political indifference that tolerated women's inequality and vulnerability to violence. \[FN27\] The demands made of the criminal justice system reflected feminist desires to shift cultural norms concerning the legal rights of women. \[FN28\]

Thus, the principal theoretical framework that developed for thinking about domestic violence focused on two concepts: challenging patriarchy and demanding legal parity within the criminal justice system. Domestic violence was understood as a manifestation of men's power over women, and since it further involved bodily harm necessarily raised it to the level of a crime. *396 Domestic violence was made into a matter for the criminal justice system, whereupon the State, through law enforcement agencies, legislatures, the courts, and prisons, acted to punish men for violence against women and thus restored women to their full humanity. By conceptualizing domestic violence as a crime against women that triggered the appropriate legal responses in the form of criminal prosecution, women could begin to dismantle male hierarchy and social subordination based on gender. \[FN29\]

B. Domestic Violence and the Demand for Legal Parity

The feminist agenda that demanded legal parity for domestic violence with other crimes
found a receptive environment in the law-and-order agenda of the 1970s and 1980s. The
domestic violence movement developed into largely a legal movement ensconced within the
criminal justice system. Although many states enacted civil remedies in the form of civil
protection order statutes, in an environment where political conservatism emphasized
punishment, politicians typically favored criminal justice remedies. [FN30] Activists'
mobilization of legal responses unfolded at a time when law enforcement was transformed into a
means of governance and a method of social control. [FN31]

The ensuing legal policies thus focused primarily on police arrest practices. [FN32] In order
to correct the usual practice in which police previously avoided arrests in domestic violence
situations, feminist law reformers advocated policies and laws that would encourage--if *397 not
mandate-- arrests under certain circumstances, including those instances where the victim would
not or could not cooperate in the arrest process. [FN33] Similarly, prosecutors were encouraged
to adopt “no-drop” protocols that required prosecution of a defendant in the absence of, or the
unwillingness by, the victim to testify or otherwise cooperate. [FN34] Proponents of criminal
justice interventions also urged lawmakers for more severe sanctions against perpetrators of
domestic violence [FN35]

These developments were advanced as a result of feminist desires to move the problem of
domestic violence from the margins of social concerns into the mainstream of public
consciousness. Such reforms may be properly recognized as the emergence of a new legal field,
characterized as possessing “positions,” “stakes,” and “shared predispositions.” [FN36] New
statutes, policies, and protocols gained endorsement from domestic violence activists and
advocates and transformed the approach that the legal system adopted toward violence against
women. [FN37] New teams of legal practitioners convened. [FN38] The authorization of special
domestic violence prosecution units combined with lay advocates and victims assistance *398
units to give impetus to the application of new laws. [FN39] The effect of these developments on
criminal law has been described as a “social development to be remembered.” [FN40]

These legal developments, both in their theoretical origins and their practical application,
reflected ways to think about domestic violence. But questions have arisen. Have patriarchy and
the demand for legal parity, which together served as the conceptual framework to explain
domestic violence, acted to preclude alternative explanatory possibilities and other legal
remedies? Do the interventionist strategies that flowed from such a framework contemplate
domestic violence after the act, where punishment is conceived as the principal means of
prevention? Do such concepts allow for considering domestic violence before the act, in which
prevention precludes the need for punishment? These are not necessarily mutually exclusive
issues, of course. But they do imply a difference of emphasis, and eventually, this difference in
emphasis is sufficiently great to create a difference in kind.

C. Criminal Justice Responses to Domestic Violence

The criminal justice approach that developed from the conceptual framework of patriarchy
and legal parity has revealed the structural weaknesses of the criminal justice system with which
it became linked. Domestic violence laws have focused principally on individual transgressors and idiosyncratic explanations for abuser behaviors. Crime policies based on “[s]ituation and context-critical” theories, which consider historical, social, economic, and cultural circumstances that affect behavior, have been all but ignored. [FN41] Emphasis on prevention and punishment-the values of the criminal justice system--have shaped the strategies and informed the values of the legal response to domestic violence. [FN42] Such approaches are often far removed from the demands of a civil rights-based advocacy effort that focused on grassroots empowerment and social justice for women and men. These developments suggest a Faustian arrangement made by domestic violence advocates in their desire to correct the historic failure of the legal system to address violence against women.

Arrests, prosecutions, and punishment are the essential strategies of criminal justice by virtue of its institutional nature, of course. But for purposes of preventing domestic violence, the strategies that result from a limited conceptualization of patriarchy and parity have revealed themselves to be deficient. Even according to the criminal justice system's stated purpose of deterrence and punishment, criminal intervention does not always deliver the desired results. In some situations, law enforcement systems are often reluctant to respond to domestic violence. [FN43] The recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in Town of Castle Rock v. Gonzales [FN44] has raised new concerns about the efficacy of the criminal justice response. After years of efforts to develop law enforcement protocols and pass new laws to oblige the arrest of violators of domestic violence orders, the Court ruled that the police were not required to enforce restraining orders, even where state law required enforcement. [FN45]

On the other hand, vigorous law enforcement practices often raise safety concerns for women. Many women, to be sure, have obtained relief and remedy from the criminal legal system. [FN46] But in some domestic violence circumstances, arrests and prosecution have increased the likelihood of future violence. [FN47] For a growing number of women, too, the criminal justice response has resulted in their own arrest, and if they have children, they are often exposed to threats of intervention by state protective services in child neglect proceedings. [FN48] Indeed, the criminal justice experience has been less than emancipatory for women. Case anecdotes suggest that women who do not cooperate with law enforcement may be coerced to testify and find themselves subject to threats by prosecutors, including arrest, contempt, and perjury. [FN49] The ordeal is often no less traumatic than the violence suffered at the hands of the abuser. [FN50] Despite these findings, there is an increase in policies that mandate or strongly encourage pro-arrest policies, driven by the criminal justice system's focus on the transgressor and the culture of law enforcement that registers success by the number of arrests and the rate of convictions, rather than the improved safety of women. [FN51]

Other concerns that are not adequately considered in the framework of patriarchy and legal parity often serve as disincentives for battered women to appeal to law enforcement as a means of remedy. A woman financially dependent on an abuser, and thus obliged to remain with him, may be disinclined to bring criminal charges. [FN52] Often, women love their partners and view their relationships as more complex than the dynamic of victim and abuser. Lesbians, gay men, and transgendered victims of battery often fear discriminatory treatment by police, prosecutors, and the courts, and are therefore disinclined to endure the sensationalism frequently visited on same-sex couples. [FN53] African-American women, Latinas, and impoverished women from
communities with a history of abusive encounters with the criminal justice system are frequently reluctant to seek criminal remedies. [FN54] Battered undocumented immigrants are similarly disinclined to expose their immigration status by contacting the police, particularly if they are dependent on the abuser for their lawful residency. [FN55] Additionally, a battered immigrant woman is unlikely to risk deportation of her abuser if he is similarly undocumented. [FN56]

Criminal justice responses have also failed to meet community needs. One report suggests that domestic violence law reform has led to an expanded oppressive police presence that “decimate[s] poor communities and communities of color,” increases the rate of incarceration, and further impairs the ability of communities to develop internal means of social control. [FN57] Efforts to improve outcomes for domestic violence victims through arrests, prosecution, and punishment have largely ignored the problem of racism and abusive practices emblematic of the criminal justice system. [FN58]

The domestic violence movement itself has suffered a loss of momentum as criminal justice policies have emerged as the primary intervention strategy. Resources are disproportionately allocated to police and prosecutors to the detriment of domestic violence prevention programs. [FN59] Grassroots advocates, who once aspired to change cultural norms under which women were subjugated, now often serve as victims' assistants for prosecutors and are fully integrated into the criminal justice system. [FN60] All of these difficulties raise larger issues having to do with the degree to which responses to domestic violence have become captive to the criminal justice approach as an inevitable outcome of the theoretical framework within which intervention is sought. Criminal justice intervention has produced troubling results for individual victims, the communities in which they live, and the domestic violence movement generally. [FN61]

Proponents of criminal justice strategies justify these measures as necessary protectionist strategies on behalf of the victim. [FN62] The ensuing problems cannot be so readily dismissed, however. [FN63] The domestic violence paradigm that relies on a law-and-order model does little to address the concerns of those who doubt the efficacy of incarcerating defendants or those who voice concern for the due process rights of perpetrators. [FN64] Issues of mitigation and rehabilitation, matters central to a humane and rational criminal justice policy, have all but vanished from the discourse within the domestic violence movement that promotes criminal justice responses. [FN65] These developments suggest a repudiation of the values associated with the civil rights struggles from which the movement originated. Indeed, the relationship between the battered women's groups and the State “continues to sap energy from the grassroots shelter organizations, narrow their political agenda, and alienate the advocates from potential allies in other facets of the justice struggle.” [FN66] Domestic violence law reform has come to share the defects of the criminal justice system.

D. Critiques of Legal Developments

Sufficient time has passed to permit scholars to evaluate the outcomes of these legal reforms. A body of critical domestic violence scholarship and activism has emerged to challenge the prevailing domestic violence/criminal justice paradigm. [FN67] The first critiques
advanced by critical race feminists and queer theory scholars challenged the universality of the experience of battered women. Indeed, this scholarship has suggested that the convergence of interests between the domestic violence movement and the criminal justice system has been largely illusory. [FN68]

Some advocates who have criticized the criminal justice system have either renounced mandatory protocols or proposed alternative policies and practices to improve their outcomes. [FN69] Others have suggested improving training for police, relying on evidence-based prosecution to avoid coercing testimony of battered women, training child protection workers, and improving data collection to measure criminal intervention outcomes. [FN70] At the same time, others have warned of the dangers of an alliance between critical domestic violence scholars with those who protest that women manipulate claims of domestic violence to obtain unfair advantages in divorce or custody matters. [FN71] These theorists have also issued caveats against eliminating mandatory policies for fear of reviving those retrograde practices when the police failed to respond to violence against *405 women and prosecutors refused to proceed with charges. [FN72] They too have raised well-placed concerns that violence against women will again be considered a private matter beyond the reach of public sanctions. [FN73] Some have cautioned that “the principle of patriarchal control [as a facet of domestic violence] is in danger of being lost altogether.” [FN74]

In the ensuing dialogue, critics have raised new questions. Have domestic violence advocates relied unduly on the State? Is it possible to alter the relationship with police and prosecutors? Do racism, bias against the poor, and authoritarianism constitute immutable characteristics of the criminal justice system, and hence preclude all reasonable expectation of remedy for battered women? [FN75]

These questions are fully relevant to the critique of the domestic violence/criminal justice paradigm, and they are necessary to improving the conditions for battered women. But they do not expand beyond the paradigm to interrogate the determinants of domestic violence. These questions do not sufficiently consider the changed circumstances that have demonstrated that patriarchy alone is not an adequate explanation for domestic violence. Nor do they link the relationship between the private spaces of the household and the public spaces of the political economy that has bearing on violence against women.

Despite the growing critique of the current domestic violence paradigm, the discourse has not expanded beyond the theoretical framework of patriarchy and legal parity that now serve as the premise and the proof. With few exceptions, the current critical dialogue delineates vantage points, relationships, and concerns wholly within the boundaries of the criminal justice system. Socio-economic analyses of the economic structures of communities and households as contexts for domestic violence are largely absent from the debates. In this regard, critiques suffer from what has been *406 described as “wasted knowledge,” that is, “the failure of known facts to inform public debate.” [FN76]

The use of criminal sanctions has been a critical, and indeed even a necessary, response to violence against women, of course. However, in the pursuit of parity with other crimes, the modern domestic violence paradigm has obscured important issues that contribute to an
understanding of this social ill. The current critique must do more than debate the strengths and weaknesses of law-and-order responses. Instead, a paradigm shift is required, one that considers the multi-faceted circumstances that contribute to domestic violence and examines those factors relevant to the behavior traits of perpetrators. In fact, many of these behaviors cannot be remedied by arrests and incarceration. Only after such socio-economic analyses are incorporated into an understanding of domestic violence can criminal justice remedies be meaningfully reformed. [FN77]

To this end, this Article proceeds to expand domestic violence theories to consider the conditions of life as lived by those experiencing domestic violence--that is, to direct attention to economic hardship and the demise of community resources as social conditions by which domestic violence is both cause and effect. It endeavors to integrate patriarchy as a concept of hierarchy into current social, political, and economic developments. It does so by demonstrating the ways that communities experience global economic developments, and ultimately reproduce that development in the private realm of home and family.

III. Positing the Linkages Between Global Political Economy and Domestic Violence

To reinvigorate the debate surrounding the domestic violence discourse, analysts must expand their range of vision beyond patriarchal determinants and criminal justice interventions to contextualize domestic violence within the political economy. The research agenda for domestic violence must include the implications of socio-economic transformations in a vast number of communities and households. To consider the relationship between global developments and domestic violence does not, of course, reduce the importance of existing theories related to patriarchy. Nor does it minimize the role of individual agency in criminal behaviors. Rather, it provides a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between those socio-economic forces that insinuate themselves into neighborhoods and households, there to produce chronic stress, instability, and fear--all circumstances associated with domestic violence.

This Part provides an overview of the significant economic transformations beginning in the second half of the twentieth century that have occurred in communities throughout the United States and that have resulted in plant closings and a loss of work opportunities. It compares the conditions in communities and households where economic resources are sufficiently stable with those towns and families who suffer chronic unemployment and economic strain. Economic loss devastates neighborhoods and creates community characteristics associated with increased violence and rising crime rates. These same characteristics permeate households, affect individuals, and produce a range of symptoms, syndromes, and behaviors, including domestic violence.

A. Political Economies in Transition: Context and Consequences
A brief examination of the global economy is necessary to provide the context for the relationship between domestic violence and market forces. Globalization has been experienced largely as an economic process facilitated by technological advances and deregulation that has transformed the “spatial organization of social relations and transactions.” [FN78] The shifts in the development of the global economy have affected all regions of the world. [FN79] In some less-developed countries, the transition to an export economy and the introduction of free trade have contributed to environmental degradation, as well as ethnic, religious, and racial violence. [FN80]

The effects of global transformations are no less dramatic in the United States. [FN81] Americans have experienced globalization as a structural transformation whereby the once industry-based economy has evolved into a post-industrial and service-dominated market. [FN82] Though this transformation has had far-reaching repercussions for American workers and their families, it has been especially onerous for entire communities that have suffered the loss of manufacturing employment that once sustained households over successive generations. Manufacturing employment is currently near a fifty-five year low. [FN83] What had been prevailing episodic unemployment in many communities has developed into a chronic condition. [FN84]

Even for those who have remained employed, job security is uncertain, wages have declined, and health and pension benefits, once considered the mainstay of the waged economy, have been sacrificed in the face of threats of plant closings and relocations. [FN85] Labor unions have been weakened by company threats to relocate overseas unless workers accept wage and benefit reductions. [FN86] Indeed, as Vicki Schultz has observed, “declining job security is one of the hallmarks of the new economic order.” [FN87]

As a result of these developments, the relationship between economic globalization and human rights has been the subject of scholarly works and debates. [FN88] Additionally, global protests have called upon the World Trade Organization to protect labor rights, safeguard the environment, and defend human rights. [FN89] Such discontent has been the basis for a discourse that links trade and social regulation in the realm of environmental protection, labor rights, rights to health, security, and the right to be free from all forms of violence. [FN90]

Feminist scholars have contributed to the debate by identifying the relationship between the global economy and the circumstances in which women live their lives. Rejecting the notion that globalization is a gender-neutral phenomenon, researchers have demonstrated that women have disproportionately suffered bleak working conditions, forced migration, sex and labor trafficking, changes to family structures, and violence. [FN91] Women's responsibilities have, by necessity, expanded beyond the realm of domestic care and into the workplace in response to both the need for low-cost laborers and the material needs of households. [FN92] Economic shifts have rearranged traditional household norms, and modifications to time-honored gender roles have overtaken the process of cultural adaptation.

The literature that examines the impact of global economics on gender relations focuses principally on women as subordinated workers in export zones and transnational factories. [FN93] Scholars have paid less attention to the effects of economic globalization policies on
family relationships at the household level. \[\text{FN94}\] To appreciate fully how current economic shifts in the United States serve as a source of gender-based violence--the focus of this Article--it is necessary to examine the dynamics of wage labor and the consequences of its loss on communities and individuals.

*B411 B. Uncertainty in the Workplace: Implications for Violence in the Household*

1. Work as social stability

Values of self-sufficiency, initiative, and liberty associated with the ideal of productive labor are deeply ingrained in the American ethos. \[\text{FN95}\] Indeed, the dominant cultural norm of work pervades systems of national morality. This norm privileges people with paying jobs and recognizes them as individuals who possess sufficient discipline, determination, and worth to claim the fruits and benefits of the market and the State. \[\text{FN96}\] Unemployed Americans, especially unemployed American men, are often considered failures or otherwise defective for their inability or unwillingness to support themselves and their families through productive economic means. \[\text{FN97}\]

The opportunity to work makes possible an expansive set of benefits, both material and moral. Gainful employment provides the wage, the basis of daily life, and the structure by which men and women order their world. \[\text{FN98}\] Waged labor promises a sense of self-worth, a feeling of well being, and the opportunity to establish social networks. \[\text{FN99}\] Workers develop contacts and information channels as a form of social capital; they have opportunities to exercise social skills *412 by which a range of needs both within and outside of the workplace are met. \[\text{FN100}\]

This is not to ignore the workplace as a potential site for worker exploitation and subordination. \[\text{FN101}\] Although the workplace is a potential site for such worker exploitation and subordination, as a general matter, people need work “for the rewards it brings, both tangible and intangible.” \[\text{FN102}\] Research on workplace relationships demonstrates the frequency with which co-workers develop nurturing and supportive friendships. \[\text{FN103}\] Individuals are influenced and constrained by these relationships, and it is through these networks that interpersonal trust and social interaction flourish. Communities benefit from the exchange of social capital between individuals that further facilitates added leveraging of resources, improved economic development, reduced unemployment and crime rates, and increased civic and political engagement. \[\text{FN104}\]

2. Communities without work

The social cost to communities of chronic unemployment has been the subject of increasing concern and research. \[\text{FN105}\] Scholars report profound consequences indicating that “work is embedded in relationships and structures that transcend formal economic processes, as it is set in communities with their own histories, geographies, and social relations.” \[\text{FN106}\] William Julius Wilson chronicles the gradual decline of neighborhoods that experienced industrial *413
restructuring during the latter part of the twentieth century as a “cumulative process of economic and social dislocation.” [FN107] He describes a well-recognized pattern that follows the closing of a large factory: increased joblessness and a succession of business closings as a consequence of deindustrialization. [FN108]

Municipal infrastructures that previously served as the context by which daily life was experienced have deteriorated in the wake of plant closings. Social services have also diminished as tax revenues have declined, while needs have increased. [FN109] Deindustrialization has contributed to the loss of affordable housing, high rates of foreclosures, and the deterioration of neighborhoods as property values decline. [FN110] Cities and towns throughout the United States have suffered declining populations and a disappearing tax base because they are no longer capable of providing opportunities for economic well being. [FN111]

Economic insecurity has also had a corrosive effect on community identity. [FN112] The humiliation, despair, and hopelessness that follow loss of work can be devastating to a downwardly mobile populace, causing a collective diminution of self-worth. [FN113] Even in communities where jobs are replaced, a sense of security and community identity is lost. [FN114] Commentators who have studied the aftermath of deindustrialization have noted the desperation that often seizes hold of entire communities. [FN115] Cities that have experienced plant closings often suffer a type of moral stigmatization not dissimilar to that experienced by unemployed individuals. [FN116]

Such economic instability produces a cultural shift that often results in social disorganization attended by uprootedness and weakened social controls. [FN117] As social capital deteriorates, vulnerable groups are especially susceptible to the harms of downward turns of the economy. [FN118] As wage inequality increases, intergroup polarization deepens. [FN119] Trade assistance programs that differentiate between categories of dislocated workers who are eligible for benefits have created resentment among the unemployed who do not qualify for such programs. [FN120] The combined effect of the intergroup polarization and the resentment is to weaken social solidarity networks.

As social solidarity networks erode, so too does their prophylactic effect on community crime rates. [FN121] The effects of this erosion, such as abandoned neighborhoods, vacant commercial centers, and the lack of opportunities to engage in productive endeavors, often result in increased vandalism, theft, robberies, and drug abuse in communities that previously avoided noticeable crime rates. [FN122] Indeed, as social networks disintegrate, the risk of violent crime, including domestic violence, appreciates considerably. [FN123]

3. Community characteristics and domestic violence

The consequences of deindustrialization--economic disadvantage, social fragmentation and disorganization, high residential mobility, and neighborhood instability--are also conditions associated with increased domestic violence. [FN124] Decreased opportunities for neighbors and coworkers to provide social support, reduced police presence, and diminished social services have been linked to community crime generally, and especially to family dysfunction, including an increased risk of intimate partner violence. [FN125] The demise of social capital, which, as
Jeffrey Fagan *416 notes, functions as an “intervening process between social structures and domestic violence,” has resulted in a loss of community controls on behavior generally, including established relationships between intimate partners. [FN126] The social isolation attending the collapse of occupational networks has been recognized as a risk factor for domestic violence. [FN127]

Recent studies suggest that these community characteristics have been linked to a rise in domestic violence. [FN128] Increased rates of domestic violence are associated with community decline even after controlling for factors such as prior violence and drug abuse. [FN129] Community characteristics have also been shown to correlate with more serious domestic violence injuries. [FN130] Moreover, neighborhood disadvantage has a direct effect on the rates of domestic violence even for couples not considered economically vulnerable. [FN131]

Although community poverty and social disorganization existed prior to current forms of economic globalization, the heightened contradiction between the promises and expectations of the social contract and the consequences of its breach distinguishes between current socio-economic developments and conditions in the past. As time-honored conventions about work and self-sufficiency clash with the material reality of deindustrialization, the subjective experience of injustice takes hold, resulting in anger, frustration, and self-destructive behavior. [FN132] The collapse of communities leads to a *417 delegitimization of behavioral norms and creates a “cynicism regarding the conventional social system and a weakened attachment to it.” [FN133] Indeed, the collective experience of downward mobility accompanied by a sense of hopelessness has produced measurable levels of crime, generally, including domestic violence in families previously not considered at risk. [FN134]

4. Individuals without work

The consequences of diminished economic opportunity must also be examined at the individual and family level, namely the men and women who suffer psychological devastation and economic dislocation as a result of the loss of waged work. [FN135] The effects of massive job loss are not only registered in the lives of the unemployed, but also in the lives of those who remain employed and must endure the loss of confidence in their prospective ability to retain employment and maintain their standard of living. [FN136] A study commissioned by the U.S. Trade Deficit Review Commission indicated that the specter of plant closings, with its depressive effect on wages, has caused emotional turmoil for U.S. workers for whom daily life has become “new and unnerving.” [FN137] The anxiety and ill *418 health workers suffer as a byproduct of globalization and corporate restructuring are so ubiquitous that these consequences now serve as a “global indicator of economic distress.” [FN138]

Studies of the impact of changing regional economies have emphasized the demoralization and stress experienced by workers. Workers interviewed during the course of these studies described the loss of work as triggering “depression,” “stress,” and a “mental nightmare.” [FN139] They described their states of mind as “desperate,” “insecure,” “discouraged,” “irritable,” and “mad.” [FN140] Workers who lost their jobs due to plant closings often employed metaphors of death and dying to describe their shock and devastation and compared the experience to the death of a spouse or a loved one. [FN141] Some workers characterized

their grief in terms of a sense of abandonment, while others categorized such events as “the worst experience imaginable.” [FN142]

The effects of economic instability and downward mobility on mental health has been described as “staggering,” and include a rise in anxiety disorders, insomnia, headaches, and stomach ailments; an increase in the rates of alcoholism and drug abuse; and a substantial increase in mental hospital admissions. [FN143] Preexisting physical ailments were often exacerbated both by stress and the inability to continue with necessary medical treatment due to the loss of income and the absence of health insurance. [FN144]

Economic stress also affects unemployed workers' senses of self-esteem and dignity, usually in the form of a sense of worthlessness. [FN145] As workers helplessly confront the reality of plant closings, a state of powerlessness sets in. Self-blame and a loss of self-confidence are reinforced by the discriminatory hiring practices of prospective employers, who often view unemployed workers as unreliable. [FN146] Shame and embarrassment lead to further apprehension and anxiety about future job prospects. [FN147]

Displaced workers also experience a sense of alienation and disenfranchisement, and they often begin to withdraw from social and civic activities. [FN148] Hopelessness produces isolation as workers often reject assistance programs, which they view as hand-outs. [FN149] As opportunities to sustain workplace relationships decline, other kinds of isolation set in: friendships experience strain, personal loyalties wane, and the salutary effects of workforce affiliation diminish. [FN150] As a result, traditional values of loyalty and dedication erode. [FN151] Workers who remain employed complain that these conditions often serve to encourage exploitative and abusive management practices that, in turn, increase the level of employee anger and cynicism, which can eventually result in hostility, violent behavior, and rage. [FN152]

For many workers who face the bleak prospect of irreversible downward mobility and economic insecurity, life loses its meaning. Suicide and attempted suicide rates increase, as do incidents of crime and homicide rates. [FN153] The repercussion of these economic shifts has produced a values crisis that reverberates in households, with disturbing consequences for families. [FN154]

5. Individual and household characteristics and domestic violence

The accumulative consequences of economic transitions are most acutely experienced within households where the lives of workers and their families are shattered by economic disarray. [FN155] Traditional family structures wither under the pressure. Greer Litton Fox and Michael Benson have studied the effects of neighborhood instability on domestic violence and suggest that “the private behaviors of couples in their homes cannot be separated either from their local neighborhood settings or from the larger political economy and that as economic despair begins to displace economic confidence, an increase in the prevalence of [intimate partner violence] will not lag far behind.” [FN156] Other scholars note that “[n]ot since the Depression has the impact of job loss on the nuclear family been such a focus of concern.” [FN157]

A closer examination of households reveals the ways in which current economic shifts affect
wage earners and foster household violence. [FN158] Economic uncertainty increases workplace pressure and the need to work longer hours, to endure the contingency of part-time and flexible jobs, and to experience the disappointment of unmet aspirations and diminished hopes of career development. Anger, humiliation, and despair experienced in the workplace are transferred to the home and are all factors that impair communication skills and influence rates of family dysfunction and domestic violence. [FN159] The cycle between poverty, stress, and intimate partner violence is difficult to break: poverty creates stress, households have diminished resources available to cope with stress, and stress is a source of violence. [FN160]

Individual perceptions of declining economic well being contribute to family distress, conflict, and violence. [FN161] Ethnographic*422* studies of the consequences of plant closings have recorded workers' individual narratives, wherein they admit to worsening relationships with spouses and committing acts of violence as a result of the loss of work. [FN162] Indeed, Jacquelyn Campbell's recently completed study of domestic violence homicides found that the strongest contextual risk factor is the perpetrator's lack of employment. [FN163]

Certainly not all families succumb to violence. Some adapt to economic hardships and indeed often successfully adjust the gender stereotyping of household tasks related to child-rearing and housekeeping. But workers also report that, support offered by family structures notwithstanding, the weight of family responsibilities during economic crises creates additional strain, frustration, shame, and worry. [FN164] Moreover, current economic conditions may have rendered dual-earning families more vulnerable to economic distress as the earning power of women has compensated for the declining wages and loss of earning power of men. [FN165] Families dependent on dual-earners often experience heightened stress as both partners endure job uncertainty and downward mobility. [FN166] They have doubled the risk of job loss, and they each experience economic insecurity, both individually and as a couple. These circumstances serve to heighten the possibility of*423*deteriorating family relationships that often accompany joblessness. [FN167]

In light of these considerations, theories of domestic violence must expand to include the perspective of daily life of the men and women affected by global economic forces. As tensions and frustrations rise within households, the coping resources upon which individuals rely to mediate the effects of economic strain are revealing themselves to be inadequate to the task. The changing nature of the economy gives rise to precisely the conditions long identified with family crises and increased rates of domestic violence.

### IV. Interpreting the Linkages: The Relationship Between the Gendered Dimensions of Work and Economics and Domestic Violence

Empirical studies demonstrate that the consequences of economic uncertainty correlate to domestic violence. [FN168] An understanding of gender roles and identity associated with work and family further illuminates this relationship and provides insights into how economic strain contributes to domestic violence. Social problems such as domestic violence are often outcomes of both material structures and ideological influences by which people make sense of their lives.

This Part explores the gendered dimensions of work and economics as a conceptual framework in which to consider domestic violence. It reviews how gender roles and the notion of the ideal worker assign to men primary responsibility in the workplace. It sets out the consequences of the gendered dimension of work, particularly the way in which gender prescriptive roles contribute to the different ways men and women react to unemployment and economic uncertainty. This Part also demonstrates that as a result of these assigned roles, workplace tensions increase and are reproduced within households, and contribute to increased rates of domestic violence.

*A* 424 A. The Social Construction of Gender in Wage-Labor and Self-Sufficiency

An examination of gender as a function of economic and market conditions provides insight into domestic violence as one response to downward economic mobility. Men and women are socialized to assume gender roles, and thereupon, to discharge those duties and responsibilities deemed appropriate to their sex. [FN170] Such prescriptive roles are transmitted through a vast array of cultural formulations and consecrated through social practice, and also communicated as conventional and legal wisdom, and accepted as self-evident truths. [FN171] In this regard, traditional norms regarding male and female roles in the realm of work tend to prevail. [FN172]

The assignment of gender roles has long functioned to signify men's place in wage labor and women's place in unpaid work. [FN173] Based on the nineteenth century notions of a "family wage," the ideal husband earned wages sufficient to maintain a safe and comfortable environment in the home for his wife and family. [FN174] This norm was reinforced by employer efforts to control labor and reduce employee turnover, such as the Ford Motor Company's historic Five *425 Dollar Day, which offered increased wages mostly to men who were married and supporting their families. [FN175]

For men, these developments acted to reinforce culturally determined responsibilities associated with manhood. They gave rise to long-standing normative assumptions that have shaped popular understanding associated with the maintenance of the family household, even when those assumptions failed to meet the needs of either men or women, or of men and women equally. Joan Williams has aptly described the inculcation of such beliefs: "Men are raised to believe they have the right and the responsibility to perform as ideal workers” with few responsibilities to home and family. [FN176]

Although the male identity has assumed different forms at different historical periods and within different cultural and social groupings, the male identity in the United States remains bound principally with paid work. [FN177] Indeed, the very understanding of masculinity is linked with a man's ability to provide for his family. [FN178] Fulfillment of this role continues to be transmitted as an imperative for men, idealized as the convention of manliness and particularly critical to male sense of self-worth. [FN179] Economic insecurity within the family is equated with a man's failure and is perceived as a threat to masculinity. [FN180]
These constructs hold constant despite the fact that wage labor has been transformed by women workers who are employed full-time outside of the home. The notion of the male “ideal worker” may seem less persuasive, if not obsolete, given the reality of dual earning families, but, as Joanne Conaghan and Kerry Rittich note, “work remains a deeply gendered activity.” The processes by which these norms are enforced operate simultaneously as external and internal pressures. Employers frequently demonstrate hostility toward men who want to take family leave. Catherine Albiston's study of the Family Medical Leave Act demonstrated that men forfeit their family leave rights because they have accepted the belief that they should prioritize work over family.

Women also face similar pressures. Women with children who perform as the ideal worker are often disparaged as bad mothers. On the other hand, they may decline to use family leave rights and quit their jobs altogether because of their concerns that work outside of the home conflicts with the proper fulfillment of the role of a good mother.

This is not to suggest that men and women necessarily achieve a sense of well being and fulfillment in the discharge of their prescribed gender roles. Nor does it suggest that such norms are static. Cultural norms related to gender have varied effects on individuals. The entry of increasing numbers of women into the wage-labor force has certainly gained normative endorsement. But it is also true that these gains have been subject to countervailing pressure by long-held attitudes about the proper place of men and women in society. While the distribution of responsibility for household work and childcare has expanded, women remain disproportionately responsible for “house work.” The number of women entering the full-time workforce in recent years has declined, a trend attributed both to the weakening job market and the burdens that women bear as homemakers. Although women experience anxiety related to their own job security, studies demonstrate that they tend to suffer more distress and exhibit greater concern over their spouse's job security. The new economy has in fact created new gender concerns.

B. Socially Constructed Reactions to Economic Uncertainty

Not surprisingly, intrafamily problems, including domestic violence, are related to the efficacy with which gender roles can be fulfilled. As Rayna Rapp has noted, “[i]t is through families that people enter into productive, reproductive and consumption relations.” But, as she notes, “[t]he two genders enter them differently.” Gender prescriptive roles serve to inform the expectations with which men and women learn to associate meaning with their socio-economic status. Gender identity not only functions as an important determinant of the responsibilities men and women discharge in the economy, but it also affects the psychosocial consequences related to how well they perform their obligations.

Gender is also a significant factor in differentiating between men's and women's psychological reactions to unemployment. When norms associated with gender-appropriate work categories are transgressed, there are repercussions for the transgressor as well.
as those with whom he interacts. The failure by a man to fulfill his role as breadwinner, the predominant means by which men obtain self-esteem and self-worth within the household, implies a failure to fulfill family roles. Tensions often develop as men struggle to maintain their assigned place in and outside of the home. Patriarchal hierarchies that may no longer be transacted through performance of socially constructed roles in the economic realm may be exercised in self-destructive behaviors and abusive conduct in the home.

Job insecurity often translates into increased psychological aggression. Some men resort to physical violence as an alternative, socially inscribed facet of manhood. Angela Harris has explained that men precluded from fulfilling the dominant model of masculinity as a result of their subordinated role in the workplace often resort to “hypermasculinity” (the exaggerated exhibition of physical strength and personal aggression) in an attempt to gain social status. Violence becomes an equalizing force as traditional gender roles are unfulfilled and the prescribed order of household obligations is destabilized. Indeed, researchers who have measured the effects of economic instability on household relationships note that “[domestic] violence substitutes for socioeconomic leverage as a means for men to establish their authority.” In contrast, women, as a general principle, “are not acculturated to physical violence in the same way [as] men.” Not all women react the same to economic decline, of course, but studies suggest that they are more likely to seek support from friends and relatives, a strategy that may further exacerbate a man's self-esteem and call further attention to his failure in fulfilling his role as breadwinner.

Given the relationship between masculinity and violence, as well as the centrality of paid labor to male identity, the impact of economic uncertainty produces a demonstrably greater reaction among men than among women that often includes anti-social behavior. When gender norms cannot be fulfilled, men are likely to experience the stress, anxiety, and heightened states of anger and frustration that contribute to those conditions that often produce domestic violence. In an ironic use of terminology, some have described men's lack of control in their responses to the loss of identity that arises out of events such as a plant closing as a socially constructed type of “learned helplessness,” the very concept used to describe battered women's inability to exit from abusive relationships.

* C. Power Differentials in the Workplace and in the Home

Domestic violence is not only a product of the absence of work. It is also a consequence of the uncertainty at work during periods of economic dislocation. Unstable work conditions act to erode the benefits of employment. Those who remain employed experience high levels of stress and anxiety and endure the heightened tension of unequal power relations between employers and employees. Worker acquiescence to pay cuts, flexibilization, and the loss of benefits are often achieved by operation of modalities of power that enact patriarchal hierarchies. Employers require heightened productivity from male workers who must successfully compete with other men--and even more so with women--in order to maintain their male identities at work. Stress related to workplace tensions and shifting cultural norms is
likely to find outlet in households where established patriarchal norms afford men greater power and authority over women. [FN212]

As a result, workplace tensions have increasingly given way to physical violence on the job and eventually in the home. [FN213] Violence at work has been described as a staggering problem: each year there are approximately one thousand murders of co-workers and at least two million reported aggravated assaults at the workplace. [FN214] The *International Labor Organization* reports that workplace violence is considered to be “not just an episodic, individual problem, but a structural, strategic issue rooted in wider social, economic, organizational and cultural factors” and one that moves on a continuum affecting households as well. [FN215]

This workplace violence is disproportionately suffered by women. [FN216] *International Labor Organization* statistics demonstrate that homicide in the United States has become the second leading cause of occupational death overall, and the leading cause of occupational death for women. [FN217] The gender dimension to workplace violence adds yet another consequence for domestic violence as these experiences are reproduced in households, as norms established in one venue carry over to the other.

Employment practices that discriminate against women also contribute to domestic violence in the home. [FN218] These behaviors, which enact the hierarchies within the realm of the labor market and are increasingly visited on women workers during periods of economic decline, are often the result of efforts to perpetrate male norms and render women powerless as a way to demonstrate that they are not welcomed in the workplace. [FN219] Short of violence, these practices are often enacted through overt hostility and contribute to perceptions of women's powerlessness in the home. [FN220] Michael Selmi *433* has noted that “workplace norms help maintain stereotypes and gender roles in the home as well.” [FN221] Indeed, states of inequality produced through gender animus at work are often associated with the production of violence against women in the home. [FN222]

The social construction of gender roles and the consequences associated with the transgression of these roles are produced in the workplace and reproduced in the household. Women are vulnerable to domestic violence, in part, because they are vulnerable to the economic uncertainties of their male partners, and also because of conditions experienced by both men and women in the workplace. The sum total of these consequences of downward economic transitions indicates that “more than individual characteristics and couple interactions are involved in the genesis of domestic violence.” [FN223]

V. Shifting the Discourse: New Modes of Intervention and New Allies

A paradigm shift from the criminal justice system— which relocates domestic violence from a single site of human interaction--to the multiple realms of political economy would offer a number of promising analytical possibilities. [FN224] First, this shift would recast the obstacles that prevent women from leaving abusive relationships as difficulties that transcend issues of individual victim agency and the exercise of power by individual perpetrators. This approach
offers the possibility of a better understanding of the interaction between gender violence and social class, a relationship that remains undertheorized. Second, the use of a different analytical framework also suggests a change in tactics and strategies by which to respond to domestic violence. Finally, a revised framework in which domestic violence prevention is linked to critical globalization activism improves the conditions for collaboration between the two movements. Establishing these links sets in relief the structural nature of domestic violence and reveals the gendered social costs of market forces.

A. Transcending the Individual Framework

Domestic violence scholars have long pondered the factors that prevent battered women from leaving violent relationships. Researchers contend that many victims remain in abusive relations as a matter of need, principally a financial dependency on their abusers. They have established that the difficulty a victim faces in achieving economic self-sufficiency is often related to the abuser's exercise of power to deny her freedom of movement or to physically impair her work-related capabilities. These observations usually focus on a woman's financial constraints in the context of her individual situation and in regard to her immediate circumstances.

However, more than gender-based power keeps a woman economically dependent. Women are also constrained by limited economic opportunities. Studies tracking the unemployment effect of plant closings note that women are disproportionately affected. Women laid off from their jobs are “twice as likely as men to remain unemployed for longer than a year.” The U.S. unemployment rate for women has grown at a faster rate than for men. Because many women are also contingent workers, they are often ineligible for unemployment benefits.

As unemployment becomes a chronic condition and safety net programs are eviscerated, households have become the site where survival strategies and coping mechanisms are developed with other household members. The importance of household economies may discourage women from reporting domestic violence to public authorities for fear that such disclosure might affect future job prospects for themselves or for their abusive partners. They may also be reluctant to initiate court processes, which may be expensive, may be time consuming, and may exacerbate economic stress. Unfortunately, battered women who do not exit violent relationships are often characterized as individuals who fail to take responsibility for their plight. The conflation of battered women as powerless victims unable to leave, and as individuals unable to achieve economic self-sufficiency, results in their representation as persons inherently unworthy of assistance.

To think about domestic violence as a phenomenon related to market forces is to examine the structural context of the household. This acknowledges the political aspects of battered women's coping abilities that can be viewed as both “individualised and involv[ing] everyday resistances” and survival strategies in the context of the larger social and economic issues, as well as within the context of their relationships.
women and allows “women--even injured ones--[to be seen] as powerful actors.” [FN236] This shatters the stereotypical image of a *436 battered woman as a helpless victim entrapped in a personal relationship gone bad.

An examination of the links between market conditions and domestic violence also requires a more textured consideration of the relationship between poverty and domestic violence. This relationship has been undertheorized due to fear that domestic violence would receive less attention as just one more problem emanating from a culture of poverty. [FN237] To focus on economic forces, however, is not to disparage the men and women who live with economic uncertainty. Rather, it serves to illustrate the ways in which current global economic restructuring often contributes to despair and violence. This paradigm shift emphasizes the importance of structural forces in the lives of families who experience domestic violence.

B. Enhancing and Expanding Domestic Violence Intervention Strategies

Although some domestic violence programs provide job counseling for victims, most services focus on emergency shelter, transitional housing, trauma counseling, and safety planning. [FN238] As Shamita Das Dasgupta has observed, domestic violence agencies have “take[n] on characteristics of apolitical service delivery centers” rather than struggling for sustainable social change. [FN239] A paradigm shift that connects domestic violence to global economics sets in relief the need for strategies that extend beyond the customary offerings of domestic violence programs.

*437 1. Public/private dichotomy redux--domestic violence and regulating plant closings

Few demands have been made for greater government intervention and public accountability in plant closing decisions. These matters are customarily considered to be wholly within the province of the private sector and beyond the reach of government, a construct with which domestic violence specialists are familiar. [FN240] Domestic violence scholars have sought to demonstrate the public nature of private acts and the accompanying need for public intervention in these realms traditionally considered “private.” Indeed, the battered women's movement has long demanded state intervention in family violence, a matter once considered a private issue. [FN241] Given the relationship between chronic unemployment and battering, it is not unreasonable to call upon domestic violence advocates to challenge the public/private dichotomy in the realm of the market as they have challenged violence in the realm of the family.

The strategy would pose a formidable challenge, and one which would require the transformation of established views about private property. No legal challenge has yet prevented the closing of a factory. [FN242] As Martha Mahoney has warned, the failure to develop a successful legal strategy to regulate plant closings further discourages consideration of these issues. [FN243] Furthermore, the weak legal protection available through the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act to plant workers who face job losses due to plant closings are an indication of the lack of workers' rights to job security. [FN244] Indeed, WARN's anemic regulatory scheme is itself a *438 manifestation of the dichotomy between
The arguments invoked earlier to demand public intervention against domestic violence bring a historically relevant critique of laissez-faire policies in the market and in their demands for public accountability and regulation of private determinations in plant closings. [FN250] As Frances Olsen noted over two decades ago, “[t]he classic laissez-faire arguments against state regulation of the free market find a striking parallel in the arguments against state interference with the private family.” [FN251] She observed that “[t]he two sets of arguments, and the ideals that underlie them, share a great deal more than just hostility to government. Both are constructed of similar elements and subject to similar attacks; our understanding of each is enriched by our understanding of the other.” [FN252] Domestic violence analysts are well situated to work within this parallel construction and to identify the structural economic determinants of domestic violence as private matters with public repercussions to justify regulation of plant closings for the protection of women and families.

2. Improving Trade Adjustment Assistance programs

Domestic violence advocates possess the analytical framework to identify ways to improve Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) [FN253] and Workforce Investment (WIA) [FN254] programs designed to assist *440 dislocated workers. TAA and WIA programs are often housed in the same government centers with welfare offices whose caseworkers are charged with implementing the Family Violence Option (FVO) to assist domestic violence victims who rely on welfare benefits to achieve economic independence. [FN255] Many of the obstacles to implementing the FVO are similar to those that exist in TAA and WIA programs. [FN256] These programs suffer from similar bureaucratic cultures and untrained and underpaid program
staff. [FN257] TAA, WIA, and FVO programs are subject to, and limited by, the pressures of program performance and outcome measures. [FN258] These constraints deny comprehensive assistance to hard-to-place clients deemed unlikely to succeed, and instead emphasize short-term services rather than meeting the challenges of both battered women and dislocated workers. [FN259]

*441 Domestic violence policy activists who have studied the implementation of the FVO are familiar with the structural, cultural, and programmatic deficiencies associated with programs that offer work and training assistance to the unemployed. As a result of their efforts to improve the effectiveness of the FVO, they have identified elements relevant to improving TAA and WIA programs, including the requirement of confidential office space in which to disclose domestic violence and other sensitive issues, and trained caseworkers with whom such problems can be discussed. [FN260] They have also identified the importance of case management skills in order to bridge the goals between work assistance programs and domestic violence prevention. [FN261] These programmatic components should be incorporated into TAA and WIA programs to improve outcomes in job assistance efforts, particularly for battered women who are seeking training and work relocation assistance.

Domestic violence and workers rights advocates could join together to lobby for funding for such programs [FN262] They could establish help centers to guide clients through the burdensome and bureaucratic process of applying for TAA benefits [FN263] and provide *442 comprehensive information about the family violence option. [FN264] They could also demand an expanded range of TAA and FVO services, including transportation and childcare. As a coalition of activists focused on related agendas, they are more likely to change the culture of these programs to address both the rights of battered women and the rights of workers.

3. Developing progressive criminal justice responses to domestic violence

Scholars and advocates face a difficult predicament when considering the relationship between domestic violence and the criminal justice system. It is inconceivable to return to a time when acts of domestic violence were not criminalized. Responses to domestic violence will always depend on a range of strategies, including the criminal justice system. [FN265] This dilemma raises what Martha Nussbaum has called “the tragic question”: that is the difficulty of determining what choices to make, especially public choices, when there are moral costs on both sides. [FN266] Nussbaum's interrogation of the “tragic question” is instructive here. She ponders if confronting the “tragic question” of whether “any of the alternatives open to us [are] free from serious moral wrongdoing” may serve to invite the desire to “design a society where such unpalatable choices do not confront people, or confront them less often.” [FN267]

In order to reduce troubling choices when resorting to the criminal justice system, advocates could analyze crime to take into account social context and community characteristics. Responses to crimes of domestic violence could consider the ways individual actions are “shaped and constrained in countless ways by social, political, and economic structures that we take utterly for granted--structures that, in day-to-day life, are virtually invisible--and those *443 structures are all but impervious to individual choice.” [FN268] The few progressive initiatives that exist with regard to crime and deterrence generally should be incorporated into the
disposition of domestic violence cases. [FN269] Poverty and joblessness should be a focus of sentencing, abuser treatment, probation, and re-entry services in order to improve outcomes for batterers and victims alike. [FN270]

Restorative justice models that emphasize repairing the harm caused by criminal acts more than emphasizing punishment also offer potentially useful intervention strategies in domestic violence cases. [FN271] Progressive community policing designed to assist individuals in accessing services such as housing, treatment programs, employment training and placement, and education opportunities as means of crime prevention have been found to be “exemplary practices.” [FN272] These model programs focus on underlying causes of crime rather than simply punishing or “fixing the offender” and include “a more complex recognition of shared responsibility” for criminal acts. [FN273]

These practices and sentencing models are suitable for batterers' treatment programs. [FN274] Currently, such programs rely on group counseling methods that incorporate a psychoeducational approach. [FN275] Such programs generally require defendants to abide by program rules which include counseling, random substance abuse tests, payment of program fees, and completion of home assignments. [FN276] While such programmatic components may be an integral part of changing the behavior of abusive men, as one researcher has noted, they lack a social justice framework within which to consider the effects and causes of domestic violence. [FN277]

Focusing on the perpetrator's economic circumstances as a factor in batterers' intervention programs and as an outcome of criminal justice intervention serves a number of purposes. [FN278] As Jody Raphael has argued, the elimination of male poverty is a critical part of domestic violence prevention strategy. [FN279] In other words, class is a category that must be central to all discussions on domestic violence. Joan Zorza similarly pointed out that “because the police replication studies showed that unemployed men are the least deterred by arrest, future studies should examine whether court-facilitated employment will lower recidivism rates for batterers.” [FN280] After studying risk factors associated with intimate femicide, Jacquelyn Campbell has concluded that increasing employment opportunities for abusers may reduce the rate of domestic violence homicides. [FN281] Other studies of recidivism rates for criminals, including batterers, suggest that batterers with jobs and ties to the community are less likely to re-offend. [FN282]

Guided by a political economic analysis of domestic violence, advocates are also more likely to avoid tactics and strategies within the criminal justice system that have an adverse impact on women of color and poor women. [FN283] By addressing the relationship between domestic violence and social class, advocates could resist wholesale affiliation with the criminal justice system that has previously undermined their ability to be “catalysts of social change.” [FN284] A more constructive criminal justice approach might promise the possibility of comprehensive social changes required to end gender-based violence. These contributions would not only inure to the benefit of domestic violence outcomes, but would also contribute to the development of criminological theory and practice in the realm of social justice. [FN285]
C. Expanding the Political Terrain of Resistance to Violence Against Women

The challenge of forging alliances among social justice groups is always formidable, especially with regard to the issue of domestic violence. The domestic violence movement has lost allies because it has narrowly adhered to a set of criminal justice strategies that may be harmful to some women, as well as to poor and marginalized communities. [FN286] It has also been accused of having remained on the sidelines of debates affecting social welfare policies, despite the impact of such policies on domestic violence victims. [FN287] Although progressive scholarly developments and policy proposals have addressed how welfare reform affects victims of domestic violence, in the field, domestic violence programs have engaged in disempowering practices related to domestic violence and welfare policies. [FN288] As a result, domestic violence programs have been criticized for failing to capitalize on the possibilities for “outwardly directed political action” in response to economic and social crises experienced by women in the private realm of the household. [FN289] This movement has failed to maximize opportunities to connect public political economic events with family dynamics in a way that engages the institutions of power and revitalizes the movement as a political force.

But the problem is not simply that the domestic violence movement has been isolated from the larger mobilization for social and economic justice. Workers rights groups should also recognize their reciprocal interests and shared agenda with domestic violence programs. [FN290] Joanne Conaghan has urged labor law activists to expand beyond the specific issues of the workplace and to embrace those concerns that cause “constraints on human realization.” [FN291] Labor unions must show leadership and take responsibility by addressing domestic violence concerns. [FN292] They can provide union sponsored legal assistance to victims of domestic violence in protection order proceedings and other family law-related matters. Workers' rights groups could target those practices that relate to job security, including expanded statutory benefits for workers who are laid off, while paying particular attention to the needs of victims of domestic violence. [FN293]

Unions can also employ organizing strategies that draw connections between exploitive working conditions and gender-based violence, including campaigns that support domestic workers who provide child care and housekeeping for their employers and who are often vulnerable to domestic violence. [FN294] In their campaigns for living wages, worker safety, and benefits, such as an improved Family Medical Leave Act, unions could identify how such demands would mitigate domestic violence. [FN295] Workers' rights groups could also participate in “coordinated community response” networks that function to bring together a variety of actors to achieve community ownership of the problem of domestic violence. [FN296]

Progressive groups critical of current economic globalization policies also have been criticized by feminists for paying insufficient attention to women's issues. [FN297] The proposed paradigm shift presents opportunities to infuse a gender perspective into the critical globalization movement. By demonstrating the relationship between global economic policies and domestic violence, opposition to such policies can no longer remain gender-neutral. Integrating domestic violence into the critical globalization movement provides identifiable gender content by which the connections between gender subordination and globalization can be explored and resisted. [FN298]
Reframing the domestic violence discourse reveals the ways in which market forces reach into households and transform the daily lives of working women and men. [FN299] It demonstrates to workers and unions concerned with plant closings and job protection that the consequences associated with job loss pervade the private spaces of family. Such a shift establishes the context for connecting work productivity to gender violence with a wide range of issues related to the depletion of the social capital of poor neighborhoods and communities of color. [FN300] This would advance the best practices of the early battered women's movement that successfully challenged the public/private dichotomy--a bifurcation that feminists have long held has marginalized the condition of women. This ideology underscores the fact that the personal is indeed political--and economic. It would demonstrate how issues of gender, described by Martha Fineman as “theoretically relevant to almost all human endeavors,” are specifically “relevant beyond the sexual, the violent, and the familial.” [FN301]

**449** VI. Conclusion

The success of globalization has not been without consequences. The effects of globalization often serve to restructure and rearrange social problems and their potential solutions. Towns and entire city neighborhoods have collapsed and the disparity between rich and poor has deepened. A new form of hopelessness has set in, affecting the hundreds of thousands of men and women who have experienced job loss and the demise of the social structures of community. These conditions cannot but help to shape the behaviors and actions of those who are affected as they relate to domestic violence. [FN302]

Relating the consequences of the current political economy to domestic violence does not suggest that these relations, without more, produce domestic violence. Nor does it purport to explain the long history of violence against women, one that has been influenced, if not constructed, by periodic social, cultural, and economic transformations. [FN303] But identifying the nexus makes space for a broader research agenda to emerge--one that considers a fuller panoply of hierarchical influences than patriarchy alone. Furthermore, it is a project rooted in feminist traditions that reconfigure the relationships between the public and the private and the personal and the political while seeking to find common ground with race and class theorists. [FN304]

Families, and the individual members of which they are comprised, are shaped by the political and economic world in which they live. While the goal to eliminate domestic violence has been sufficiently articulated, the need to eradicate its political economic determinants has yet to be fully grasped. Connecting these issues draws political life out of the household and emphasizes the experiences, needs, and interests of women. The fusion of global economics and domestic violence enhances the opportunity for **450** creative advocacy while marking the urgency about the need to shift the course.

By developing a synergistic relationship with critical globalization scholars and activists, linkages that are required to problem solve against the backdrop of large-scale changes in the
political economic structures may be forged. This would be a transformative project, and one that would require a conceptual revolution for those who are engaged in struggles to protect workers and women. [FN305] For those committed to ending domestic violence, working both at the global and local level to address the excesses of global capital to which social welfare policies have submitted may be a meaningful alternative to the narrow strategies of adherence to criminalization policies that paralyze progressive action. [FN306]
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